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What to Learn: Use the words or phrases in the “What to Learn” 

section as your guide words or search words when learning online. 

The internet is full of reliable sources of knowledge and information 

like Wikipedia and you can instantly find specific topics on these 

areas.

Main Subject: Focus on the main subject when educating yourself 

further on this discipline. This Course Guide will certainly help you 

build your business from the ground up. Look for other helpful 

references such as books, academic papers, journals, whitepapers, 

video tutorials, and websites that would help you expound your 

knowledge on the subjects.

Your Notes: Each Learning Page has a “Your Notes” section where 

you can write down your questions, ideas, or anything that you 

want to work on a later date. Use those notes when discussing such 

subject with your colleagues or when consulting with an expert in 

the field.

HOW TO USE THIS GUIDE.

Action Guides: Use the Action Guides templates when working 

towards the improvement of your business performance. The Action 

Guides worksheets are simple to use, that no instruction is necessary 

for you to start with it. Use it as a collaboration tool.

Recommendations: Make use of the random pages giving tips and 

links to more helpful learning references.

Visit our Website: You are always welcome to visit www.knowriel.org 

for more helpful learning guides. At Knowriel, you can:

• Request copy of eBooks, articles and learning materials

• Download and learn from more Learning Guidebooks

• Ask for study, career, and business advise

• Schedule a 1-on-1 coaching/consultation with an expert

• Get more reliable knowledge and information

• Access our InfoCentral containing thousands of learning 

resources



A. Starting a Business

B. Naming a Business

C. Legal Structure of a Business

D. Licenses and Permits

E. Managing a Business

F. Financing a Business

G. The Business Plan

H. Bookkeeping

I. Pricing Products and Services Profitability

J. Advertising

K. Marketing

L. Locating a Business

M. Insurance

N. Retailing

O. Employees and Independent Contractors

P. Managing Human Resources

Q. Computers & Equipment

R. Franchising

S. Manufacturing Cost Accounting

T. Managing Inventory

WHAT TO LEARN HERE.



Introduction



Business is a complex subject. It requires a good manager to understand 

complex business processes. Small or big business needs to be planned 

well. Amidst challenges, business owners have to be ready with 

contingency plans. A useful guide like this therefore is crucial to the 

success of running a business. This guide is for Entrepreneurs like you!

Starting a business from the bottom all the way to the top requires skills, 

tools, and continuous learning. In this guide, you will be refreshed on the 

basics of conducting a business as well as be oriented on the different 

levels of trading in the business community. Managing and developing a 

business is nevertheless a critical project that requires good planning and 

better execution. This learning guide can serve as your business calculator 

to oversee the status of your operation or as a reference handbook where 

you can always refer to as the need to learn or be refreshed on certain 

business topics or subjects arise.

This guide will teach you to become a good business manager.

WHY USE THIS GUIDE.



For you to learn more effectively and efficiently on the topics 

presented in this learning guide, we recommend that you 

extend your search for knowledge and information over the 

internet, on business books and journals, and on people whom 

you know possesses the expertise and experience of a great 

business coach. 

You may use the “What to Learn” topic outlines as you keywords 

or guide words during your search. Then, you can use the “Your 

Notes” section on each page to keep a record of your ideas in 

mind as well as the worksheets we’ve included at the end of this 

learning guide. Nevertheless, you can refer to our website, 

www.knowriel.org, for more ideas, links, knowledge and 

information which you are free to explore and learn about.

WHAT ARE THE BENEFITS.



“Not everyone 

should start a 

company and not 

every idea needs 

funding.”
Ryan Hoover - Founder & CEO of Product Hunt

“A brand for a company is like a 

reputation for a person. You earn 

reputation by trying to do hard things 

well.
Jeff Bezos – Founder, Chairman & CEO of Amazon

“You can only do so many things great. 

Cast aside everything else.

Tim Cook - CEO of Apple

QUOTES TO GUIDE YOU.



The Course Guide



A. Starting a Business

Warning: Starting a business can be easy and can be difficult 

too. What makes it easy or difficult is the way you manage it. If 

you lack the tools and resources, it can be difficult. If you have 

these tools, knowledge, and information, the business flow would 

go smooth and easy. Get to assess yourself if this is the right 

business for you. Find answers to the W’s and How’s. By 

conducting simple viability checks, you’ll get to find out the fit of 

your business to the real needs of your target market.

What to Learn?

• Reasons for Starting a Business

• Who, What, Why, Where, When and How

• Assessing your Entrepreneurial Abilities and Attributes

• Discovering a Real Need or a Problem to be Solved

• Checking the Fit of the Business

• Market Mix Fit

• Resource Fit

• Strategic Fit

• Checking Viability

• Capabilities and Resources

• SWOT Analysis

• Competitor Analysis

• Situation Analysis

• Customer Profiling/Market Research

Your Notes:

Write here your ideas – people to talk to, book to read, website to explore, action items to take, resources to tap into, etc. Visit www.knowriel.com for the list of knowledge and information sources you can tap into.



B. Naming a Business

Naming your business matters, not just to you and your future 

customers but also to all your stakeholders. Well, it is not just the 

name, but it is about your brand that matters. Trade name, 

trademark, letter head, logo and taglines have to be established 

correctly with a marketing strategy in mind. When you go online, 

your domain name, your products and services, your Service 

Level Agreement, and Terms and Conditions have to be aligned 

with your branding strategy as well.

What to Learn?

• Categories of Business Names

• Trade Names

• Trademarks

• Service Marks

• Domain Name

• Guarding Your Logos and Trademarks

• Copyrighting Your Creations

• Patenting Your Inventions

Your Notes:



C. Legal Structure of a Business

It’s about time to register your business. Would you register it as a 

Sole Proprietorship, Partnership, Limited Company, or Corporation 

business? What if you’re after a franchising business? Perhaps, 

learning the basics to advance from your local business 

administration agency can be a good idea too. You can also 

consult a law or accounting firm who can help you in the 

registration process. For regulatory and taxation compliance, 

registering your business should be initiated accordingly before 

day one.

What to Learn?

• Type of Business

• Sole Proprietorship

• Partnership

• Limited Company

• Corporation

• “Subchapter S” Corporations

• Franchising

• Business Registration Process and Requirements

• Trade and Industry

• Securities and Exchange

• Social Security

• Internal Revenue

• Labor/Manpower Bureau

• Other Private and Government Agencies

• Taxation and Monetary Obligations

Your Notes:



D. Licenses and Permits

Within the rigorous business registration process is the application 

for licenses and permits. Next to your professional license, what 

are needed to apply and complete for are licenses that allow 

you to practice (or use) certain rights over a product or service. 

Such licenses are issued by a legislative body or any private 

company. Basically, your permit to operate within a prescribed 

zone or area entails a lot of paperwork and approvals of these 

bodies. Essentially, you need to approach agencies and comply 

with the legal requirements they are asking for. This is the only 

way you can operate legally, without violating any laws in your 

locality or globally.

What to Learn?

• What is a License

• What is a Permit

• What License or Permit Should You Apply For

• Building

• Health

• Local Council /Town Registrar 

• Fire

• Weights and Measures

• Conservation/Environmental Protection Commission

• Historic

Your Notes:



E. Managing a Business

Small business owners are business managers themselves. From 

keeping records of everyday transactions to reviewing these 

records and acting upon them, managers have a lot of 

thinking to do. You have to plan, decide, perform, control, 

coordinate, document and analyze everything about your 

business. Getting help from professionals and learning essential 

management practices will make a big difference in 

performing these jobs well.

What to Learn?

• Keeping and Reviewing Records

• Taking Action

• Deciding

• Planning and Scheduling

• Performing

• Controlling

• Coordinating

• Recording and Documenting

• Analyzing and Evaluating

• Getting Help from Professionals

• Building and Managing Workforce

• Accounting and Finance

• Legal Matters

• Information Technology

• Essential Management Practices

Your Notes:



F. Financing a Business

Other than your own pocket, there are plenty of sources for 

that start-up capital than you can imagine. You can tap unto 

your family and friends for money. You can submit a loan 

proposal to a bank. You can also find those angel investors 

flying around your city or town. You need your connections to 

work smartly in financing your business. Most of the time, it is 

not how much you can get but it is how well you can spend 

that amount to run your business into profits. That is what your 

lenders are going to ask you. And you must be ready to 

convince them.

What to Learn?

• Sources of Funding – Debt Capital

• Personal Assets

• Family and Friends

• Banks

• Credit Unions

• Loan and Finance Companies

• Life Insurance Companies

• Small Business Investment Companies

• Community Development Companies

• Suppliers

• Leasing Companies

• Private Investors

• Small Business Administration

• Going for Venture Capital or Angel Investors – Equity Capital

• Writing a Loan Proposal

Your Notes:



Excerpt

Based on my experience as an entrepreneur, as a consultant advising companies 

about strategic planning, and as an interim chief executive officer (CEO) when a 

rapid turnaround is required, I suspect that you and your fellow executives are 

committed to achieving the firm’s vision and mission but are extremely frustrated, 

unsure of what to do, and may be burned out. Employee morale is probably 

dipping along with the company’s sales. In addition, the firms’ debt and payables 

are most likely increasing. No matter how unique your product or service, this 

trend is choking your firm’s chance of success and is simply unsustainable.

Brief Info

Title: Start Your Own Business 2010

Author: Ian Whiteling

Year Published: 2009

Country Published: UK

Publisher: Crimson Publishing

Pages: 291

Brief Info

Title: Plan to Turn Your Company Around in 

90 Days: How to Restore Positive Cash Flow 

and Profitability

Author: Jonathan H. Lack

Year Published: 2013

Country Published: USA

Publisher: Apress

Pages: 201

Excerpt

If you have picked up this guide and are reading this page, the chances are that 

you are thinking about starting your own business. And, despite whichever 

direction the prevailing economic wind is blowing in, you are not alone. Until the 

recession in 2008, more and more people were feeling the entrepreneurial urge. 

More than 200,000 new businesses registered for VAT (value-added tax) in 2007, 

according to the latest government statistics in November 2008 – a rise of

23,700 over 2006.

For more books, visit www.knowriel.org today.

RECOMMENDED BOOKS.

http://www.knowriel.org/


G. The Business Plan

According to a business book, a “business plan is an operating 

tool that forces you to take an objective view of your business 

and provides the means to identify areas of strengths and 

weaknesses. A business plan can help you avoid entering a 

venture that may fail”. So, is a business plan necessary? Formally 

speaking, yes. Whether it’s just a backyard business or a big-time 

venture, business plan has to come into play. It is a legal 

requirement of banks, financial institutions, and investors before 

they strike a deal with you. Having a business plan has become a 

common ground among entrepreneurs who wants to start from 

scratch or scale up their business. You should write one too.

What to Learn?

• The Business Plan

• Description of the Business

• Market

• Location of Business

• Competition

• Management, Personnel

• Application and Effect of Loan or Personal Funds

• Objective of Business and Plans to Achieve Them

• Financial Data

• Sources and Application of Funding

• Capital Equipment List

• Balance Sheet

• Break-even Analysis

• Income Projection (Profit and Loss Statement)

• Cash flow Projections

Your Notes:



H. Bookkeeping

Your accountant and you must sit down together and discuss 

your financials straight to the point. Preparing balance sheets, 

financial statements, maintaining accounts, billing, invoicing, 

budgeting, and forecasting are inevitable business tasks. And you 

have to do them right all the time. Some simply calls it 

bookkeeping. Bookkeeping is the job of a serious bookkeeper 

who understands Generally Accepted Accounting Principles 

(GAAP) and practically who knows how to properly use the 

accounting tools like the spreadsheets.

What to Learn?

• Developing a Balance Sheet

• Producing a Profit and Loss Statement

• General Ledger Accounts

• Accounting Cycle

• Accounting Methods

• Debits and Credits

• Accounts Payables

• Accounts Receivable

• Billing and Invoicing

• Forecasting and Budgeting

Your Notes:



I. Pricing Products and Services Profitability

“How much margin would you put into your sales given these 

costs?” This is the question often brainstormed by directors, 

managers and executives of a business before a definitive 

answer is achieved. Computing floor price and ceiling price is no 

ordinary job. You’ll need to compute for your costs – fixed, 

variable, COG, overhead and costs brought about by market 

fluctuations. Remember that a price that is reasonable is what 

the consumers want and what competitors always aim to 

counter. Think about it smartly.

What to Learn?

• Types of Costs for Services

• Fixed Costs

• Variable Costs

• Calculating the Cost of a Service

• Types of Costs for Products

• Cost of Goods (Variable Cost)

• Operating Expenses (Fixed Cost)

• Planned Profit

• Competition

• Pricing Below Competition

• Pricing Above Competition

• Markdowns, Markup

• Price Lining (Floor, Ceiling)

• Break-Even Analysis

• Pricing Strategies

Your Notes:



Hello.

LEARN

with us.

Visit
Knowriel.org 

today.



J. Advertising

Advertising is a never-ending battle among business and non-

business organizations. The new norm of advertising today is no 

longer about “waking up early and advertise” but “advertise on 

the right channel while awake and even when sleeping”. On one 

hand, here comes the traditional advertising where media is 

asking you advertising fees more than what you have in budget 

for the promise of sure returns on investment. On the other hand, 

here is the internet that offers low-cost and affordable digital 

advertising programs but make you unsure about the challenges 

of competition. Where should you advertise? Whether you’re up 

for a television commercial or just for a simple ad banner online, 

in the end, this is still all about planning your advertising strategy.

What to Learn?

• Objectives of Advertising

• Advertising Budget

• Advertising Media

• Telephone

• Business Card, Brochures and Fliers

• Public Relations

• Word of Mouth

• Storefront, Interior or point of purchase display

• Direct Mail

• Local Newspaper, Radio, Television

• Print Ads – Signs, Posters, Banners, Tarpaulins, Flags, 

Steamers

• Internet

• Social Media, Search Engines, Affiliate Programs

• Business Website

Your Notes:



K. Marketing

The spirit of the four P’s of Marketing (a.k.a. marketing mix) still 

matters up to these days. Be it the traditional marketing methods 

or the popular e-marketing models, you need to research well 

the products, price, place, and promotion your business is up to. 

Whether your marketing strategy is designed for the online 

marketplace or for the traditional approach, come to think of the 

marketing software. Marketing these days is far more than the 

checks and crosses on a survey checklist, even with a cold call. 

They call it e-marketing and you should be open with these kinds 

of modern marketing methods. Combining traditional and e-

marketing methods make sense too.

What to Learn?

• Marketing Before Opening

• Marketing for an Existing Business

• Market Research

• Market Strategy

• Target Marketing

• Market Mix

• Writing a Marketing Plan

• Traditional Marketing Methods

• E-Marketing

• Website Design and Development

• Email Marketing

• Mobile Marketing

• Marketing Software Solutions

Your Notes:



L. Locating a Business

Locating your business on the right place should be a part of your 

business plan as well as of the marketing strategy. The question is 

this: how can you say that it’s the right place to where you should 

build your store? The primary consideration when selecting the 

right place is if its where your target consumers are. Second to 

that is if it would register a perfect fit with your supply chain and 

value chain partners. Are the suppliers near? Are the competitors 

far? Logically, if it’s about selecting your business location, you 

should be able to answer this another important question: Is 

retailing compatible here?

What to Learn?

• Selecting a City or Town

• Selecting an Area Within a City or Town

• Selecting a Specific Site

• Consumer Goods Considerations

• Retail Compatibility

• Supply Chain Considerations

• Economic factors

Your Notes:



Excerpt

Of course you can’t get an MBA degree in a day—ask anyone who has put in the 

months and years needed to accomplish this challenging and rewarding 

achievement—but this book is where you will find, in basic, easy-to-understand 

language, MBA concepts and principles that are presented in the gold standard 

of business education throughout the world—the master of business 

administration.

Brief Info

Title: The Small Business Marketing Bible 

2003

Author: David Frey

Year Published: 2003

Country Published: USA

Publisher: Marketing Best Practices, Inc.

Pages: 312

Brief Info

Title: MBA in a Day What You Would Learn 

at Top-Tier Business Schools (If You Only Had 

The Time!)

Author: Steven Stralser

Year Published: 2004

Country Published: USA

Publisher: John Wiley & Sons, Inc.

Pages: 324

Excerpt

The small business world is evolving. Competition, the emergence of the Internet, 

and mergers and acquisitions (not to mention the recession) have forced small 

businesses to rethink their marketing strategies.

RECOMMENDED BOOKS.

For more books, visit www.knowriel.org today.

http://www.knowriel.org/


M. Insurance

Doing business entails risks that can be damaging and sometimes 

unpredictable. One effective way to mitigate risks is by buying 

insurance policies. Be advised that not only corporations are 

entitled to protection against business fraud and theft, legal 

liabilities, and business interruptions. SMEs too must apply for 

insurance against these threats. As a business owner, you are 

solely responsible for your business’ protection. But beware, 

insurance plans can sometimes become an unnecessary 

expense. You keep on paying for premiums while everything 

seems fine. Try to understand the insurance policies they’re 

offering you before signing one.

What to Learn?

• Common Risks

• Business fraud and theft

• Fire, Business Interruptions

• Legal Liability

• Death or loss of key personnel, owner or partner

• Violent Weather

• Damage to or loss of vehicles

• General Categories of Insurance

• Property

• Automobile or Vehicular

• General Liability

• Product Liability

• Group life and health

• Fidelity and surety

• Worker’s Compensation

Your Notes:



N. Retailing

Retailers succeed when they managed to build an image that 

retains on the customers’ mind. To do this, large retailers 

worldwide invest on improving their frontends – mainly the 

storefront, window displays, parking areas and sidewalks. 

Included as well are the seasonal decors placed on every corner 

of the store. More than that, they pay big attention to enhancing 

customer relations as well as stakeholder relations. They offer 

membership programs, a variety of payment methods, and they 

are watchful on the prices they impose. Retailing is all about 

strategy.

What to Learn?

• Building an Image

• Window Displays

• Parking Areas and Sidewalks

• Decor

• Customer Relations

• Credit Cards

• Markdowns

• Loss Leaders (Lower Wholesale Price)

• Pricing Policy

• Leases and Contracts

• Protection Against Crime

• Competitors Analysis

• Employees Care

• Suppliers Relations

Your Notes:



O. Employees and Independent Contractors

As your business scales up, you have to scale up your manpower 

too. Finding the best, hardworking and talented people 

oftentimes is not easy as what many business owners think of. 

Instead of deprioritizing, always pay attention to your human 

resources in order to boost your business productivity and 

efficiency. First, decide on what to hire – employee, contractor, 

casual labor, agency worker or home-based worker. Second, see 

to it that your recruitment process is rigid enough to bring the 

right people for the right position.

What to Learn?

• Classes of Employees

• Common-Law Employees

• Statutory Employees

• Independent Contractors/Self-Employed

• Casual Labor

• Agency Workers

• Home-based Workers

Your Notes:



P. Managing Human Resources

Managing human resources is a profession, more than a 

responsibility. Every HR manager has to have the right mindset, 

proper training and exemplary experience on acquiring, 

retaining and terminating people. From recruitment to on-

boarding, training to terminating employees, you have to impose 

the well-crafted policies, by-laws and guidelines. Perhaps, it is 

part of your corporate social responsibility to treat your 

employees right and give them the best working conditions 

possible. But when circumstances wherein people disobeys 

protocols or when the company has to lay-off people occurs, 

you also have to be ready discussing it right in front of them.

What to Learn?

• Recruiting

• Using Agency

• Using Job Center

• Advertising Jobs

• Job Fair

• Recruitment Software

• Interviewing

• Job Description Versus Qualification

• Tests

• Pooling

• Wages and Working Conditions

• Compensation and Benefits Levels

• Withholding Taxes

• Training, Motivation, and Supervision

• Terminating Employment

Your Notes:



Q. Computers & Equipment

Office tools and equipment expenditures take a big slice on your 

capital budget. Each workstation in the shop floor should have 

the computer, chair, table and machinery in order to produce 

efficient results. For people to communicate and collaborate 

effectively, telephone, laptop, internet access and computer 

networks have to be available right in front of them. You can 

either rent it or buy these stuffs depending on your capital 

budgeting. More importantly, your staff should be trained well on 

how to use, maintain, and repair them properly.

What to Learn?

• Computer Hardware and Software

• Printers

• Telephone

• Modem

• Internet Service Provider

• Furniture and Fixtures

• Repair and Maintenance Tools

• Ventilation System/Air Conditioning System

• Electrical System

• Machines

• Vehicles

Your Notes:



R. Franchising

According to a book, a “franchise is a legal and commercial 

relationship between the owner of a trademark, service mark, 

trade name or advertising symbol and an individual or group 

seeking the right to use that identification in a business”. Signing a 

franchise agreement, as an independent business or as an 

addition to your existing one, can be a rewarding investment. 

Franchising is a system that grants a franchisee the right to sell or 

use products, services or trademark of an existing business, the 

franchisor. As an investor on this kind of business venture, there 

are advantages and disadvantages that you have to keep in 

mind. It is an advantage that you are after a proven-effective 

business model. Not owning the business 100% is one of the 

known disadvantages of franchising. Learn franchising well.

What to Learn?

• Definition of Franchising

• Franchisee

• Franchisor

• Franchise

• Advantages

• Disadvantages

• Disclosure Document

• Franchise Associations

• Financial and Other Considerations

Your Notes:



Excerpt

People talk a lot about how the world of business has changed; how markets 

today are not just regional or national, but global; how fast evolving 

telecommunications technology has dramatically cranked up the speed of doing 

business; and how employees are seeking more meaningful work along with a 

voice in the decisions that affect them. It’s true, the world of business has 

changed. More than ever before, this means that managers must also change to 

meet these new challenges.

Brief Info

Title: Handbook for Small Business

Author: SCORE

Year Published: 1989

Country Published: USA

Publisher: US Small Business 

Administration

Pages: 48

Brief Info

Title: The Management Bible

Author: Bob Nelson

Year Published: 2005

Country Published: USA

Publisher: John Wiley & Sons, Inc.

Pages: 304

Excerpt

In this final decade of the 21st century, small business owners continue to 

demonstrate their extraordinary capacity to mobilize resources and generate 

new jobs. There are more than 20 million small businesses in the United States, and 

each year nearly a quarter of a million new ones are started.

RECOMMENDED BOOKS.

For more books, visit www.knowriel.org today.

http://www.knowriel.org/


S. Manufacturing Cost Accounting

The raw materials, individual components, and packaging for 

your product are fixed costs. The manpower labor, shipping, and 

advertising are considered indirect costs. Manufacturing goods 

entails a lot of calculation following the standards of cost 

accounting. Your production planners should be skilled enough 

to determine all the costs involve, direct or indirect, fixed or 

variable, to each and every product you are producing. When 

going with economies of scale manufacturing, all the associated 

costs must be accounted for in order to arrive on an accurate 

cost-benefit realization.

What to Learn?

• Cost Element

• Direct or Indirect Cost

• Fixed or Variable

• Types of Manufacturing Operation

• Job-order Manufacturing

• Continuous Process Manufacturing

Your Notes:



T. Inventory

Managing inventories is a pain in the butt, especially when you’re 

missing the right pieces of tools and information. Factors such as 

product shelf life, consumption rate, and ordering lead-time are 

all critical to managing inventory. Sales inventory is yet another 

tough job for here you will need to keep a good eye on inventory 

turnovers and inventory days. Record keeping, inventory control 

and inventory strategies plays important role in maintaining 

accurate, effective, and efficient business’ inventory 

management system.

What to Learn?

• Inventory Record Keeping

• Perpetual Inventory (actual or physical inventory)

• Inventory Control

• Inventory Days

• Inventory Turnover

• Stock Take

• Inventory Control Formula

• Inventory Strategies – Life Cycle of an Industry

• Development

• Growth

• Maturity

• Aging

• Inventory Systems

Your Notes:



“Brand is not a 

product. It's an 

idea. A theory. A 

meaning. It's how 

you carry yourself.”
Kevin Plank - Founder & CEO of Under Armour

“If we win the hearts and minds of 

employees, we're going to have better 

business success.”
Mary Barra – CEO, General Motors

“You should learn from your competitor, 

but never copy.”

Jack Ma - Founder & Chairman of Alibaba Group

QUOTES TO GUIDE YOU.



Action Guides

Prioritization Score Board

Use this board to identify the critical areas of your business that 

needs attention. By scoring each business area, you would be able 

to filter out the areas that need improvement as well as confirm your 

business’ key strengths.

SWOT Analysis Matrix

This matrix will help you determine which areas of business or aspects 

of operation are your strong, weak, has opportunity or threat points, 

and then lay-out specific action plans for each of them.

Action Plan Table

Meet your team or partner and come up with specific action items 

for each area of your business you’ve identified using the 

Prioritization Score Board and SWOT Analysis Matrix.

More Action Guide Templates

Visit www.knowriel.org and discover more work guide templates.



Prioritization Score Board

Business Area Weight Score Weighted Score Comments

A. Starting a Business

B. Naming a Business

C. Legal Structure of a Business

D. Licenses and Permits

E. Managing a Business

F. Financing a Business

G. The Business Plan

H. Bookkeeping

I. Pricing Products and Services Profitability

J. Advertising

K. Marketing

L. Locating a Business

M. Insurance



Prioritization Score Board

Business Area Weight Score Weighted Score Comments

N. Retailing

O. Employees and Independent Contractors

P. Managing Human Resources

Q. Computers & Equipment

R. Franchising

S. Manufacturing Cost Accounting

T. Inventory

Top Performing Low Performing



Potential Strengths and Competitive Assets Potential Weaknesses and Competitive Deficiencies

Potential Market Opportunities Potential External Threats to a Company’s Future Profitability

SWOT Analysis Matrix



Action Plan Table

Critical Business Area/s
Action Plan

(What do you want to achieve?)

Target

(Time, Budget, People, Resources)



Learn from a Business Coach
Master a course and apply it to your business or career. Visit

https://www.knowriel.org to find out more course guides that would 

help you succeed.



Learn more at

www.knowriel.org
Your Business Knowledge and Information Source

For inquiries, please contact:

Author: Noriel Panganiban

Phone: +639215910058

Email: noriel.panganiban@knowriel.com; 

norielpanganiban@gmail.com

PLEASE NOTE
This is a self-published book. The author researched, wrote, polished and 
published the book on his own. While the author believes he has given his best to 
come up with a great book, you may likely spot grammatical errors or mistakes in 
this publication. The author sincerely apologize for that. The main intention is to 
deliver the message, the knowledge and information that you need to learn and 
master the subject. This book only serves as guide to learning and not a substitute 
for legal advice. This book is not for commercial use and is free for distribution.


